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Byte-addressable nonvolatile memory (NVM) blends the concepts of storage and memory and can radically

improve data-centric applications, from in-memory databases to graph processing. By enabling large-capacity

devices to be shared across multiple computing elements, fabric-attached NVM changes the nature of rack-

scale systems and enables short-latency direct memory access while retaining data persistence properties and

simplifying the software stack.

An adequate protection scheme is paramount when addressing shared and persistent memory, but mech-

anisms that rely on virtual memory paging suffer from the tension between performance (pushing toward

large pages) and protection granularity (pushing toward small pages). To address this tension, capabilities

are worth revisiting as a more powerful protection mechanism, but the long time needed to introduce new

CPU features hampers the adoption of schemes that rely on instruction-set architecture support.

This article proposes the Capability Enforcement Co-Processor (CEP), a programmable memory controller

that implements fine-grain protection through the capability model without requiring instruction-set support

in the application CPU. CEP decouples capabilities from the application CPU instruction-set architecture,

shortens time to adoption, and can rapidly evolve to embrace new persistent memory technologies, from

NVDIMMs to native NVM devices, either locally connected or fabric attached in rack-scale configurations.

CEP exposes an application interface based on memory handles that get internally converted to extended-

pointer capabilities.

This article presents a proof of concept implementation of a distributed object store (Redis) with CEP. It

also demonstrates a capability-enhanced file system (FUSE) implementation using CEP. Our proof of concept

shows that CEP provides fine-grain protection while enabling direct memory access from application clients
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to the NVM, and that by doing so opens up important performance optimization opportunities (up to 4×
reduction in latency in comparison to software-based security enforcement) without compromising security.

Finally, we also sketch how a future hybrid model could improve the initial implementation by delegating

some CEP functionality to a CHERI-enabled processor.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Hardware-based security protocols; Database and storage

security; • Software and its engineering → Distributed memory; • Computer systems organization

→ Processors and memory architectures;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Rack scale memory organization, software capabilities, byte-addressable

persistent memory
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1 INTRODUCTION

Future memory systems are expected to adopt byte-addressable nonvolatile memory (NVM) de-
vices in many arrangements. For example, NVM can be directly attached to the memory bus and
treated as private memory by a single compute node, or fabric attached and shared among sev-
eral compute nodes. Regardless of the specific arrangement, the nature of the “main memory” in
terms of size, amount of memory that can be directly accessed by the computational subsystem,
and persistence of memory itself will substantially change.

Data-centric and memory-centric architecture proposals, such as Berkeley’s FireBox [4], The
Machine from Hewlett Packard Enterprise [8], and Intel’s Rack Scale Architecture [28], target
a composable infrastructure where resources can be dynamically assigned based on application
needs. Resources include massive storage, large pools of persistent memory, and thousands of
computing cores. A fast memory-semantics fabric (based on protocols like RDMA or Gen-Z [20])
is the other key component to achieve the necessary coupling and scalability. This technology shift
is already yielding major changes in the application domain. New scalable in-memory applications
and the services they are built on, such as key-value object stores [40, 41], graph stores [48], data
analytics [57] services, and transaction systems [34], are some of the examples that benefit from
data-centric rack-scale architectures.

There is, however, a tension between the performance requirements of these in-memory data-
intensive applications and the fine-grain protection advocated by security practices. Because trans-
lation and protection historically operate at the same granularity (a virtual memory page), a
performance-driven choice of large pages (to optimize Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) uti-
lization and coverage) negatively impacts security by forcing a coarse-grain protection scheme.
Applications such as key-value stores (KVSs) need memory protection at a wide size range, start-
ing from tens of bytes for keys and up to gigabytes for the values. When globally addressable
memory is also a shared resource, software, including the Operating System (OS) running on the
individual nodes, cannot be trusted in managing accesses to the global memory. A rack-wide entity
working in cooperation with trusted components in the nodes is required to manage allocation,
deallocation, and access to the shared memory pool. This approach still relies on fabric translation
through standard page-based mechanisms and only offers coarse-grain protection, which hinders
fine-grain access control and sharing of individual objects among nodes.
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Fig. 1. CEP concept in a key-value application context.

The performance, usability, and security sweet spot tuned for the traditional block-based
storage devices is suboptimal for byte-addressable rack-scale memory. Using block-access seman-
tics inhibits many new memory-like usage models. For this reason, capabilities (originally con-
ceived in the 1960s [39]) are worth revisiting. Capabilities are a broad concept that encompasses
various mechanisms of token-based access control. In this article, we restrict it to memory-
protection objects that enforce access permission to various memory zones.

Although capabilities were proven to be a useful concept, many previously proposed hardware
implementations were based on the use of Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) extensions. Unfortu-
nately, extending the ISA of a processor is not an easy task, and the long delay between introducing
the concept and the implementation of new ISA features hampers the adoption of schemes that rely
on ISA support, such as CHERI [13, 62] or CODOMS [58]. It can easily take more than 5 years from
conception to market introduction, delaying the impact and reducing the commercial interest.

To address these limitations, we propose a memory-side Capability Enforcement Co-Processor
(CEP) that resides between the application CPU and the memory it protects (Figure 1). The left
side of Figure 1 shows a traditional client-server interface implementing, for example, a simple
set/get KVS interface where all memory-based operations are being executed and controlled via
an intermediate call to the server that implements the k::addr mapping and enforces the protection.
Even if the target memory is shared, clients have to go through the server to access it, because that
is the only way to enforce access permissions. This process is suboptimal: data traverses the fabric
at least twice, from memory to the server, and from the server to the client. Ideally, the server
would return the data pointer so that the client can directly load what it needs (possibly much less
than the full object), and data only traverses the fabric once. Using today’s protocols, the client’s
access rights would extend to a full page boundary, far beyond the individual object, resulting in a
fragile approach. With CEP (right side of Figure 1), the server needs to be accessed at most once to
return a handle (hdl, through a k:hdl table) to the guarded data. Subsequently, the client can directly
access memory by using the handle hdl. CEP intercepts the access before the memory controller,
enforces the right access with respect to the allowed capabilities, and finally converts the handle to
an actual address to perform the media access. Since the handle internally uses capabilities through
CEP, we can guarantee protection. With CEP, as shown in Figure 1, we can also “free” the media
from the server and attach it directly to the fabric so that accesses from multiple clients can reach
the media directly without server intervention.

We believe that all components in a complex rack-scale system should be self-protecting, not
having to trust the individual nodes software (including their OS), and CEP follows this design
guideline. CEP implements load/store semantics that applications use to access protected memory.
However, not all memory needs to be protected by CEP, and parts of the address space (e.g., the
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Fig. 2. CEP-based NVRAM file system example.

process stack or code) can be directly mapped to standard memory devices. The proposed architec-
ture can still use the existing paging mechanisms and be backward compatible to all applications
that do not need the use of the protected areas.

Although CEP itself implements a full capability model (in our case, we adopt CHERI), it ex-
poses a simplified interface to the application CPU based on memory handles. This enables CEP to
preserve the same level of protection as CHERI by converting memory operations to capabilities
before accessing the CEP-protected memory.

In this article, we make the following key contributions:

• We propose an architecture that decouples the ISA of the application CPU from capabilities.
Capabilities are implemented by the CEP instruction set, and CEP enforces the protection
to the memory region it controls.

• We show how 2 important use cases (a key-value object store and a user space file system)
can take advantage of the functionality that CEP offers.

• We extend the CHERI capability model by applying capabilities to physical memory, mul-
tiple address spaces, rack scale, and persistent memory, and by adding support of legacy
hardware with unmodified application processors.

Figure 2 demonstrates the CEP concept showing how CEP enables a simple “in-memory” file
system. In this example, a server implements a file system in NVRAM, enabling processes running
on untrusted nodes to access files according to corresponding permissions. The process starts when
the server has acquired a capability providing permission to access and manipulate a contiguous
region in NVRAM that it will treat as a file system (Figure 2(a)). The server rights for that memory
region allow it to create files with the appropriate access permissions (Figure 2(b)). Each file is
assumed to consume a contiguous memory region, but in reality the server may decide to use any
other (segmented) representation of the file. A similar approach is taken by many cloud-based file
systems, such as Windows Azure Storage (WAS) [9] or the Google File System [21]. Files can be
created, deleted, and their protection changed via a special API between the server and the client
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processes. When a client processX wants access rights to the file, it needs to send a message to the
server requesting permission to perform the operation (Figure 2(c)). The server verifies the client
processX rights and, if approved, sends a message to CEP asking to grant access for client process
X to the file (i.e., the memory region the files maps to, with the corresponding capability). CEP
copies the capability from the server metadata table (containing the entire file system mapping
data) to the local table, which persists in CEP per each client process (creating a new one if no
such table exists). The reference (pointer) to the local entry within the CEP client process table
is called handle, and CEP returns the handle to the requesting process. From then on, the client
process X can access the data within the file directly via CEP (Figure 2(d)), through the handle,
without any further access to the server.

Without CEP, the only way to gate the access is to rely on the server, or to rely on the OS of the
client process node to enforce the correct access rights for the in-memory file mapping. Relying
on the server creates additional work for the server, becomes a scalability bottleneck, and adds
latency to the data access. With CEP, as soon as the client process gets its handle, it can communi-
cate directly with the memory-side CEP controller, which is optimized to support such requests. A
parallel memory system composed of several modules effectively includes multiple CEPs (one per
memory module) and can efficiently distribute the accesses without incurring the bottleneck of a
single server. A CEP-based architecture is more efficient and scalable to support massive number
of parallel accesses to the NVRAM system and can scale to a large number of nodes (and pro-
cesses) connected to the fabric. Note that in the whole process, CEP’s only function is resolution
of capabilities and mapping from process-specific handles to capabilities. All the intelligence about
memory management is in the application server hands.

In the absence of a real hardware CEP, the implementation we use in this article is a software-
emulated proof of concept. An optimized CEP hardware design would significantly improve the
effectiveness of our system. We address possible hardware optimizations later in the article.

2 BACKGROUND

In today’s OSs, a process is associated with a single Virtual Address Space (VAS), and access to
physical memory is protected by the memory management unit (MMU) hardware. The OS pro-
grams the MMU and the hardware caches (TLBs), but—except for handling page faults—does not
intercept memory accesses from user space.

Paged virtual memory was introduced when physical memory was a scarce resource, giving
applications the illusion of more memory than available. With an increasing amount of physical
memory, demand paging rarely happens. However, first-level TLBs have remained relatively small
(64 4KB-page entries [27]), and while larger page sizes mitigate the TLB pressure, they artificially
increase the protection granularity and still do not provide a complete solution [6].

Emerging persistent memory technologies are expected to enable a load/store interface rather
than block based. Yet OSs mostly assume a block-based interface [22] to persistence and struggle to
achieve the potential performance benefits offered by fast NVM devices to legacy applications [14,
16]. As NVM closes the performance gap with DRAM, OS-enforced policies become impractical
because of the prohibitive overhead of intercepting individual loads and stores. Support for safe,
low-overhead, fine-grain, user-level mechanisms to access and manage NVM regions becomes
mandatory for memory-centric programming models.

The introduction of NVM poses another problem: persistent data survives the lifetime of a pro-
cess, and something must ensure the validity of persistent pointers. Because processes can only
dereference pointers to virtual addresses, storing pointer-rich data structures in persistent mem-
ory can lead to dangling or invalid references to volatile resources when regions are remapped at
another address. This also implies that protection at the virtual level is not sufficient.
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Finally, many security breaches rely on memory corruption, such as buffer or stack overflows,
to gain unauthorized access to a system. Memory bugs often occur because of the lack of fine-
grain protection: page-level hardware protection cannot prevent unauthorized access within a
page. Rack-scale systems aggravate this problem because of the load/store interface to globally
accessible shared memory.

2.1 Capability Systems

The 1960s and 1970s witnessed the first appearance of approaches to address authorization with
capability-based hardware and software techniques.

Hardware-supported capability systems like CAP [47], StarOS [32], and IBM System/38 [24] ex-
tend the ISA with special instructions and registers allowing hardware to enforce protection for
even small objects without mediation of a trusted entity. Other systems proposing hardware capa-
bilities include the M-Machine [12] (adopting a capability system without compatibility require-
ments), CHERI [62] (retaining compatibility with capability-unaware code), and CODOMs [58]
(focusing on hardware support for isolation between components).

Kernel-supported capabilities do not rely on hardware support: only the kernel has the privilege
to perform capability operations. OSs such as Chorus [51] and Amoeba [45] rely on sparsity and
cryptography to make capabilities unforgeable. In Hydra [15, 38, 63], KeyKOS [49], EROS [55],
Mach [1, 19, 26, 53], and Accent [50], capabilities are kernel objects, applications only have handles
to these objects, and they are only directly accessible by the kernel. Systems like Barrelfish [7] and
L4 [23] also adopt this technique. Kernel capabilities either provide protection at page level or
require kernel invocation for using smaller objects that discourage the use of kernel capabilities.
In distributed capability systems (e.g., Barrelfish), the system maintains a capability derivation
tree to provide distributed capability revocation so that only a set of safe operations to modify
capabilities can be executed. Similar approaches have been followed by L4Re [37] and seL4 [35] to
mediate memory and object access through kernel-protected capabilities.

Finally, another way of implementing capabilities is at the language level. Programming lan-
guages such as E [43], Joe-E [42], and Caja [44] rely on compiler and runtime to enforce a strict
object-capability model. Although lower-level languages like C have a hard time to achieve this
strong type safety, several approaches exist to prevent out-of-bound accesses to data structures.
Software-based solutions include Softbound [46], Cyclone [31], and low-fat pointers (software
variant) [18]. Hardware-supported bound checks aim at reducing the software overhead and in-
clude techniques like Hardbound [17] and low-fat pointers [36].

2.2 CHERI

CHERI implements a hardware capability model by extending the 64-bit MIPS instruction set.
The new CHERI instructions provide byte-granular memory protection features and support for
compartmentalization. Similar to previous work on Capsicum [60], CHERI uses a hybrid capability
model, extending rather than replacing existing security mechanisms. For example, CHERI still
allows page-based protection and supports existing code.

Replacing pointers with capabilities provides many advantages to users. For example, hardware
bounds checking prevents buffer overflows, and the use of permissions ensures that access re-
strictions are observed (e.g., read-only data cannot be written to). When capabilities are stored in
main memory, overwriting them with plain data never results in legally dereferenceable pointers,
thus eliminating attacks such as return-oriented programming [54]. On a higher level, CHERI also
provides an object capability model (i.e., capabilities that refer to software objects) for compart-
mentalization.
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CHERI uses 256 bits to represent capabilities: 64 bits each for base, length, and offset of the
capability, and 64 bits for permissions and type fields. A 128-bit compressed representation also
exists [61]. Tagged memory (memory that contains a tag bit near every memory location that
indicates whether this location stores a capability) and explicit management instructions make
capabilities unforgeable. An additional protected bit in the physical address space indicates
whether a memory location holds a valid capability. Any modifications of that memory location
from a non-CHERI instruction clears the capability bit and transforms it into regular data (which
cannot be used as a regular pointer to reference memory). CHERI instructions enforce that capa-
bility rights can only be restricted and never increased.

From an application perspective, CHERI capabilities provide fine-grain access control to volatile
objects, operate on virtual addresses, and are consequently tied to a single VAS. This approach has
limitations when multiple virtual addresses can refer to the same shared object in a single node,
or shared across a rack-scale system. Because hardware support for CHERI is at the ISA level,
CHERI supports capabilities within the VAS. This has advantages and challenges. Advantage is in
robustness; when the VAS is deleted, all capabilities are revoked. The challenge is that all support
required for persistence and sharing across address spaces is very limited and nonexistent at the
moment because it requires capabilities support on the physical address space [62].

Although CHERI capabilities provide full spatial memory safety by preventing out-of-bounds
accesses, they do not provide temporal memory safety. It is not feasible to find and efficiently
remove all derived capabilities after a free() operation. This operation is called revocation and
becomes crucial once we start sharing capabilities among untrusted processes and as we move to
persistent memory with load/store semantics. An incorrect revocation enables processes to access
data using stale capabilities, which is an open invitation to exploit the vulnerability for malicious
purposes.

Our approach borrows many of the basic concepts of CHERI but implements them without the
need for ISA extensions. Adopting this approach has the benefit of flexibility in the implementa-
tion. It can be seen as a bridge until the final ISA support appears in CPUs, or as an alternative
when ISA support is not desired or sufficient. Furthermore, thanks to the choice of independent
processor-based implementation, our approach provides greater flexibility in adding features, such
as the revocation support.

2.3 Other Related Work

An alternative to capability hardware is through the OS, but that comes with significant perfor-
mance overhead because each capability operation requires crossing the kernel boundary. We were
motivated by the way the OS maintains derivation trees in support of revocation, and, in a way,
we can see our approach as an accelerator for OS-supported capabilities.

Other hardware-based protection approaches, such as Intel’s SGX [3] and MPX [29], and ARM’s
TrustZone [2], serve different purposes in support of different applications. For example, MPX
supports a limited form of bounds checking in conjunction with compilers. SGX and TrustZone
provide trusted environments for safe execution of code. CEP can take advantage of functionality
such as MPX to implement fast client-side checking of capabilities and reducing some of the CEP
transactions.

The way in which CEP operates shares some similarities to RDMA, which is very efficient in
moving large data chunks (using a put/get interface). Both rely on a memory-side entity that me-
diates accesses to memory between a client (issuing the memory access) and a server (hosting the
memory being accessed). RDMA was also being used for implementing file systems [30] and KVS
[33]; however, RDMA requires a memory registration step to pin remote memory regions, and the
protection mechanism relies on region keys that, unlike capabilities, are guessable and forgeable.
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Fig. 3. CEP for single (a) and multiple (b) CPU nodes.

3 ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Our objective in designing CEP is to implement a hardware-enforced capability system where
applications can run on an off-the-shelf unmodified general-purpose CPU. To protect memory
accesses, we introduce the CEP co-processor(s) in the path between the application CPU and pro-
tected memory. The CPU directly manages memory that does not need the extra protection, with-
out CEP intervention. CEP serves as an intermediary between CPUs and protected memory, which
may or may not be nonvolatile (NVM) or shared among multiple computing elements.

Because the CEP protection check happens on the memory side, this approach works for single
nodes (when memory is private) and at rack scale (when memory is shared (Figure 3)). Although
we focus on NVM as the most likely technology candidate of fabric-attached memory, CEP also
covers DRAM, or any other form of directly addressable memory, without any loss of generality.
In a single-node system, CEP is a co-processor that offloads CHERI capability operations from the
CPU (Figure 3(a)). One can think of CHERI as a “smart memory controller” with a rich interface
and capable of executing more complex operations than simple reads and writes. At rack scale
(Figure 3(b)), CEP is a memory-side controller, not dedicated to a specific CPU node but acting
as a shared capability co-processor for all the nodes. This is conceptually similar to the role that
the NVMe over Fabric (NVMeoF) controller plays today for fabric-attached block-based devices.
At the physical layer, the CPU communicates with CEP via the existing memory channel, either
directly attached or over a memory fabric. For load balancing and increasing memory bandwidth,
the system can include multiple CEPs associated with multiple memory modules and channels.
CEP operates with physical (or fabric) addresses, after the virtual memory system (hardware MMU)
has completed the node-local translations and protection checks.

In a CEP-enabled system, the part of memory protected by CEP is not accessible using the regu-
lar load/store instructions from the CPU. Instead, application software uses a dedicated per-process
communication channel over the memory fabric network, where the fabric identifiers couple the
application process to its corresponding CEP context. Specific implementations of the coupling
mechanism depend on the fabric and require structures such as the communication buffer inter-
faces in Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) [25].

CEP provides Quality of Service to the multiple clients it serves by a fair arbitration mechanism.
The arbitration policy and implementation may vary depending on the system configuration and
application objectives. In our prototype implementation, the CEP software launches a separate
thread for every process it communicates with (see Section 6). The OS kernel running on CEP then
facilitates the fairness. If the client OSs are not trusted, additional protection is needed, for example,
to prevent a Denial of Service (DoS) attack by a malicious node flooding CEP with fake requests.
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A system composed of multiple nodes can contain multiple CEPs, each of which controls a spe-
cific memory region or memory channel. From this perspective, one can think of CEP as an active
component in the media controllers in charge of accessing memory and enforcing protection.

Since we assume that an application CPU lacks native support for capabilities, the capabilities
to access protected memory have to be contained in CEP and cannot be visible outside of the CEP
“trusted” domain. User processes and the OS running on the application CPU can only refer to
capabilities through “handles.” To distinguish between processes, each CEP provides a dedicated
communication channel to every process in every application CPU client. Namely, a CEP commu-
nication channel uniquely identifies a client process. The application OS is trusted to assign the
channels correctly to user processes. A compromised OS can obtain rights of all of its processes
by impersonating them, but the memory fabric node identification mechanism prevents it from
obtaining rights of another node.

The (node_id, pid, handle) tuple unambiguously identifies a capability. Handles are meaning-
ful only within a process context. Since handles are process specific, processes are our unit of
trust. Multiple threads of the same process have shared context in CEP. Synchronization and other
shared data management is done at the node, whereas the memory fabric guarantees order. Unlike
CHERI, CEP does not offer any functionality for address space compartmentalization. Because of
this locality constraint, handles cannot be directly passed between processes. To delegate capabil-
ity to another process, a process must invoke a transfer operation on CEP. In POSIX, a new process
is created by calling fork from a parent process. File handles are similar to capability handles, and
those stay valid in the child process. Hence, a good fit for the existing semantics is to clone the
whole capability table in CEP and set it as the lookup table of the newly created process. This main-
tains the validity of all handles, but each process has its own handle space. We did not investigate
the cost of this clone operation, but since the expensive part is updating the derivation graph, we
expect it to behave similarly to a series of capability transfers. Hence, an implementation should,
due to the cost, make the capability space clone optional.

CEP’s implementation uses a CHERI-enabled simple microcontroller embedded in CEP itself.
To convert from handles to capabilities, by default, CEP software maintains a fixed-size transla-
tion table for each process. To support varying table size requirements (e.g., an application server
process may need a bigger table than a client), a table of a specific size may be requested from CEP
during the process bootstrap. Although capabilities are persistent, handles are ephemeral objects,
meaningful only within the process context and therefore disappearing when the process dies. Al-
though using fixed-size tables speeds up access time, it complicates the implementation, as tables
can run out of space. Various mechanisms can be used to address this, such as having pools of
tables with different size (e.g., memory pools [56]), allowing to expand tables, or allowing the pro-
cess to delete existing entries to make space for capabilities when the table is full (to be used with
caution because of the side effects). We leave the full support for extensible tables as future work.

To derive a more restricted (in size or rights) capability from an existing one, a user process
provides a handle to CEP, which searches for an unused handle in the translation table, stores the
restricted capability, and returns the allocated handle to the user process. The derivation rules
follow the CHERI principles of monotonic nonincrease of rights. An alternative way for the pro-
cess to obtain a new capability is to transfer between processes. As described earlier, a process is
identified by the combination of a unique node id, provided by the memory fabric with guaranteed
integrity, and a process id within the node assigned by the node’s OS (or hypervisor). Absent a
node id integrity protection mechanism, CEP can also use a central authority to guarantee unique
process identifiers. The details of the global allocation scheme are beyond the scope of this article.

The sequence to transfer a capability works as follows. Assume that process P1 wants to transfer
a capability to process P2. P1 sends a transfer request to CEP indicating the identifier of P2. CEP
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copies a delegated capability to P2’s capability table and returns a handle (valid in the P2’s context)
to P1. P1 then sends P2 this handle.

Note that CEP does not provide an option to create a new capability from scratch. To preserve
a consistent protection model, capabilities can be derived only from other capabilities. Therefore,
bootstrapping the system requires an external entity (e.g., the global fabric manager) to generate
an initial “root” capability that enables access to the entire fabric memory space. The description
of this “once in a lifetime” procedure is outside the scope of this article, but it is similar to how
other capability-based systems operate.

CEP enforces memory protection only when a process attempts dereferencing the protected
memory through a handle. It exposes a simple interface (see Section 3.1) by which an application
can efficiently request protected memory accesses.

3.1 The CEP Programming Interface

A client process wanting to access the protected memory must invoke the CEP API. The CEP
application-side library transforms the API calls into requests placed on the CEP’s process-specific
bidirectional queue. In the folllowing, we list the most common operations of the CEP API (note
that each operation returns a status/error code, which we omit for brevity):

• void CStore(cap_handle_t handle, int32 offset , bytes[] data)
Store data at handle at offset. The data is copied to the command queue by the library.

• void CStoreC(cap_handle_t handle, int32 offset , cap_handle_t cap)
Store capability cap in the capability referred to by handle at offset.

• bytes[] CLoad(cap_handle_t handle, int32 offset , int32 data_size)
Load from handle at offset data_size bytes. The response contains an error code and, in case
of success, the read data.

• cap_handle_t CLoadC(cap_handle_t handle, int32 offset)
Load capability from region pointed to by handle at offset offset bytes. Returns a handle to
the loaded capability.

• proc_id_t CGetIdentity()
Return process identifier of the calling process.

• cap_handle_t CTransfer(cap_handle_t handle, proc_id_t dest_id)
Transfer to capability associated with handle to process dest_id . Returns a handle valid for
client.

• void CRevoke(cap_handle_t handle)
Revoke a capability. After the function returns, CEP guarantees that there are no more in-
flight accesses to derived capabilities, and all future access produce a revoked error.

• void CInvalidate(cap_handle_t handle)
Clear (not revoke) a capability.

• cap_handle_t CDerive(cap_handle_t src, int32 offset , size_t size , cap_perm_t perm)
Derive capability from src with size at offset and permissions perm. An error is returned if
the range or permissions exceed those of src .

• struct metadata CGetMetaData(cap_handle_t handle)
Return metadata, such as size, permissions, and revocation status.

Handles are appended with node and process identification, whereas the handle itself is trans-
lated to a table index. The node and process identifiers are used to determine the correct com-
munication buffer, and the client of the API is not aware of the handle format. Once a handle is
valid, CEP never invalidates it autonomously. In the case of revocation, CEP marks it as revoked. A
revocation error is returned on the next load or store operation. The client should then explicitly
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the CEP co-processor.

invalidate the handle and remove all client-side references to it. Note that invalidation (clearing)
the capability removes the entry indexed by the handle in the process capability table and frees
the space for new entries. In contrast, revocation is a recursive operation that marks all the child
capabilities as revoked. See Section 3.3 for details.

The command API described earlier uses a synchronous, blocking protocol, where every call
blocks until acknowledged by CEP. We assume that the fabric supports arbitrary-size memory
semantics operations, similar to what protocols such as RDMA or Gen-Z implement.

Load and store operations provide an offset and length, which can be used by applications to
avoid overfetching unnecessary data. In case of a store operation, the library implementing these
functions copies data to the command buffer. In case of a load operation, the library returns a
pointer into the command buffer containing the retrieved data. The client is expected to consume
the data before issuing the next request.

To facilitate programming, we have also implemented a C++ template wrapper consisting of
2 classes: cap_ptr<T> and cap_val<T>. cap_ptr<T> encapsulates a cap_handle_t and offers an
object-oriented interface to the capability operations. cap_val<T> is a proxy object that for-
wards assignments to CStore and forwards casts to T to CLoad. The dereference operation turns
a cap_ptr<T> into a cap_val<T>.

3.2 CEP System Architecture

We designed CEP with an embedded microcontroller that supports the full set of CHERI capabili-
ties embedded in its ISA. Since the CEP firmware is trusted, we could also use an unmodified ISA
and a full software implementation. We chose a capability-enabled ISA because of performance and
designed it so that it is more robust against critical security bugs. In addition, a processor-based
CEP opens opportunities for offloading computation securely to a near-memory programmable
controller. These offloaded plugins may run in a secure compartment with lower access rights by
leveraging the CHERI compartmentalized execution environment support [62].

In addition to ISA capability support, CHERI comprises a tagged memory mechanism. In tagged
memory, an additional bit is attached to each memory location that indicates whether this memory
location stores a capability or just regular data. Modifications to this bit are implicitly done on
capability operations in memory, such as writing a capability.

We envision an NVM-based system as a promising CEP target and assume a globally address-
able NVM divided into multiple NVM modules. Each NVM module maps a contiguous segment of
memory and is managed by a controller containing a dedicated CEP. CEP can issue byte granular
loads and stores to the corresponding NVM segment (Figure 4). Each CEP subsystem also includes
volatile RAM as standard working memory. The RAM holds ephemeral CEP private data, such as
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Fig. 5. Derivation graph.

code and stack. Furthermore, in the memory-mapped communication model planned for future
versions, it also holds the communication buffers with the CPUs (see Section 7). All state that is
needed to restart a system is stored in NVM.

CEP acts as a gateway between the CPU nodes and NVM, and mediates every access to the
protected segment it controls. The resolution of the specific CEP-to-target mapping is part of the
memory fabric protocol. For simplicity, we assume a statically partitioned global fabric address
space (i.e., a flat fabric space where an address uniquely identifies each NVM module in the system).

CEP runs a simple OS (or microkernel) with a single main process acting as a server for clients
running within the nodes. The server runs a dedicated thread (servlet) for every client, which
maintains circular request and response queues in the dedicated memory-mapped communication
buffers. A thread pool approach could be deployed to limit the number of concurrent connections
and throttle client traffic in case of congested resources.

3.3 Revocation Support

One of the significant challenges in protecting shared resources in a multinode environment is
how to revoke capabilities. With persistent memory, revocation becomes an even more critical
functionality. Unlike the case of volatile memories, process restarts and reboots do not free up
NVM. The introduction of memory-side CEP, which acts as the ultimate access controller for any
access on the way to protected memory, is a fundamental enabler to implement a robust revocation
scheme.

To allow revocation, CEP maintains a derivation-directed acyclic graph (DAG) that tracks links
between capabilities. Any operation creating a new derived capability is recorded in that graph.
The derivation DAG is a global structure in the CEP context residing entirely in the CEP-protected
metadata region only accessible by CEP itself (Figure 5). Every capability in the CEP space has an
associated node in the derivation DAG. The nodes contain links to the parents and to the children.
The nodes reference capabilities by their physical (or CEP virtual) addresses, but there are no
backward references from capabilities to their requesting clients. This allows us to use a standard
CHERI capability format within CEP. To provide the backward links, CEP maintains a RAM-based
hash table that maps physical addresses of capabilities to derivation DAG nodes. In addition to
improving access time, the RAM-based hash table potentially reduces NVM wear-out by removing
write traffic. CEP reconstructs the hash table at power-up and keeps it consistent with the NVM
structure during normal operation.

The derivation DAG provides the following methods:

• addNode: Create a root node.
• addLinkedNode: Create a node connected to a parent.
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• copyNode: Create a new node with replicated links from the source node.
• invalidateNode: Invalidate a capability and remove the corresponding node connecting all

the node’s parents to all of its children.
• revoke: Invalidate the node and recursively all its successors, unless a successor has more

than 1 parent.

A capability is invalidated by setting its size to 0. In addition, a user-defined permission bit is
cleared to indicate that this capability has been revoked. CEP can later use this flag to send the
client a revoked error upon dereferencing a revoked capability. The addLinkedNode method is
invoked to derive and transfer capabilities between CEP servlets. Indirection (loading and storing
capabilities via other capabilities) invokes the copyNode method.

With multiple CEPs, each CEP is in charge of its own NVM segment. Thus, a CEP manages
its own derivation DAG that corresponds to the capabilities that point to the segment’s address
space. Derivation links can only live within a single context, thus no cross-CEP links are ever
required.

4 SECURITY AND TRUST MODEL

CEP inherits some of the security properties of the underlying CHERI protection model, particu-
larly the monotonic nonincrease of rights and tagged memory. Unlike CHERI, CEP mediates access
to the protected memory and disables direct CPU access to the protected memory region. CEP as-
sociates each capability to a unique handle that it passes to the clients, and it exclusively owns the
handle-to-capability translation table and all the metadata associated with the capability-based
storage.

With CEP, every process running on the application CPU uses a dedicated bidirectional commu-
nication channel, which uniquely identifies the process. CEP uses this information to authenticate
requests, so a memory handle is only valid within the corresponding process context. We rely
on the OS to maintain the integrity of communication channels of the processes running on that
OS. A leaked handle, due to programming error, for example, is invalid outside of its designated
process, as it can only be used in the correct communication channel to CEP.

CEP is part of the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of a system. System hardware, including
the processor and its peripherals, the memory subsystem, and the interface to protected memory,
is also included in the TCB. CEP software must also be trusted, similarly to any other system
firmware component. We assume that it cannot be modified by an untrusted component and that
updates are secure (e.g., signed).

Another component of the TCB is the interconnect fabric. We assume that the fabric protocol en-
sures the integrity of data and authenticity of components. The fabric also provides unambiguous
identification of a node during communication with CEP and a secure communication channels
among CEP instances. These features are common, and modern protocols, such as Gen-Z [20],
include security extensions that cryptographically provide these guarantees.

We also rely on the application OS to enforce separation between process contexts so that a pro-
cess can only access the assigned CEP communication channel (which is how CEP identifies the
process). A compromised OS only affects the handles it hosts. To mitigate against OS compromises,
we can delegate the management of communication channels to a trusted execution environment,
such as ARM’s TrustZone, Intel’s SGX [3], or a hypervisor. This would, however, cause a higher
overhead for secure context switches. Regardless of the approach adopted, the impact of a com-
promised OS is always bound by the rights granted to the corresponding node, which CEP can
control. In contrast, in a CEP-less system that uses page-based sharing, a compromised OS is able
to access all memory.
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Fig. 6. Standard object store dataflow (left) and how CEP reduces the network traffic (right).

At rack scale, a trusted management server is responsible for the allocation (and deallocation)
of fabric-attached memory access rights by securely programming the CEP to return the correct
capabilities to application requests from a given CPU.

5 USE CASES

This section describes 2 use cases that we ported and evaluated to a CEP-enhanced (simulated)
system: a key-value object store (Redis) and a capability-enhanced file system (FUSE).

5.1 Object Store

Key-value object stores have become one of the most important foundational services for dis-
tributed applications, as they provide support for application persistence at scalability, cost, ro-
bustness, and performance that surpasses traditional databases.

We selected Redis [52] as our initial target, but the mechanisms we describe also apply to other
frameworks where a server transfers in-memory data to a client. The Redis interface offers a rich
set of operations; here, we focus on set and get because they are used most frequently.

Our baseline is a standard Redis implementation in a distributed rack-scale setting with fabric-
attached memory. The client and server are separate programs residing on different compute nodes
(and OSs) but sharing access to a common memory pool through a network that supports direct
memory operations. The client issues a get request by sending it across the network to the server;
the server determines the data memory location, fetches the data from memory over the network,
and returns it to the client, again over the network (left side of Figure 6). In this scenario, data
traverses the network at least twice. Since all the value accesses are mediated by the server, the
server can choose to cache values in its local memory. The client, however, cannot cache values
because the client is unaware of data changes that other clients may initiate and would not know
when to invalidate the cache.

CEP reduces the data traffic by transferring references to data instead of data by value. The
server returns a capability handle to memory, and the client uses that handle to access the memory
to retrieve the value. This model also allows client-side caching of capability handles to further
improve performance and reduce server load.

We modified the Redis server such that every value is referenced by a separate capability. On
the initial server start, the server issues a requests to the memory manager and obtains a guarded
(capability protected) memory area for storing its value data. On server restarts, the server reloads
the persisted structure from a capability-enabled file system. In both cases, we obtain a capability
call that allows the server to access all guarded data allocated to the KVS data structures.

The server maintains a memory allocator structure to manage the guarded storage. To store a
value for a new key, the server uses the allocator to find space in the guarded area call and uses CEP
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to derive a smaller capability cs ⊂ call pointing to the newly allocated area. The server then stores
the value to be associated with the key in cs and updates its internal key to a capability handle
lookup structure to associate the key with cs . When a client requests to get a key, the server does
not fetch the data but merely transfers the capability to the client avoiding to fetch the value from
memory in the first place.

The client receives a capability handle that the client can use through CEP to fetch the data
directly from memory, reducing the number of data transfers over the network. As in the NoCEP
setting, it is impossible for the client to maintain a key to value cache because of the absence of
a coherency protocol. However, the client can safely maintain a key-to-capability cache. This is
because CEP checks on every access if the capability is valid. The server can perform cache inval-
idations by revoking the capability. When a capability is revoked, the client receives a notification
on the next access. The client can then fall back to querying the server. The server typically re-
sponds with a new capability, but it can also inform the client of other conditions, such as when
the key was deleted.

The client can also use the capability to update data values if the cs contains enough space to hold
the new value. To ensure atomicity, clients must use memory synchronization primitives. If the
data is larger than the allocated space, the client must involve the server requesting a reallocation
of a larger buffer from its memory pool. The server can then update its data structures and revoke
the old capability. When this happens, other clients with a cached capability will receive a (lazy)
revocation error on the next access, which they can use in a recovery process that falls back to ask
the server for a new capability. Section 6 provides a detailed breakdown of the operations involved
in this process.

5.2 Capability-Enhanced File System

In addition to object stores, file systems are another universal persistence service that provides a
useful abstraction over raw storage blocks. Typically, an application has no direct access to the
storage blocks but must use OS-assisted DMA to transfer data to a main memory buffer. Access
control is usually at the granularity of directories and files, whose ACL metadata stores permissions
for the owner, specific groups, or others.

Our proposed capability-based approach addresses these inefficiencies. With NVM as storage,
processors could directly access the contents of the durable medium with a byte-addressable
load/store memory interface. Because CEP validates each access, it can also enforce protection
at byte granularity using capabilities.

This, in turn, leads to a powerful combination of files and capabilities: while the standard UNIX
file permissions grant access to the entire file or directory, a process can distribute a capability to
parts of the file to others. For instance, a key-value object store like Redis can use the file system
and take advantage of known abstractions but then hand over a capability referring to a single
object to one of its clients, without giving access to the entire store.

Furthermore, a capability-based file system can also facilitate bootstrapping the distribution of
capabilities by providing a UNIX socket–like way to find and obtain capabilities communication
endpoints.

Last, using capabilities to represent files and directories leads to a more scalable system, as path
resolution can start relative to a particular root capability and clients can traverse the subtree
locally.

As a proof of concept, we implemented a capability-based FUSE file system on Linux. Our im-
plementation supports the legacy POSIX interface—open, read, write, close—and we extended it
through a set of IOCTL commands to manage the capability for the file, or the capabilities stored
within the file.
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Fig. 7. Prototype system running Redis.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we present our evaluation platform and methodology, the microbenchmarks we
developed to estimate the overhead introduced by CEP, and how we combine the estimate to assess
the performance of the full key-value object store application performance.

6.1 Evaluation Platform

A priority when choosing the evaluation platform was to get accurate cycle numbers for a proces-
sor that supports hardware-enforced capabilities. Hence, we use the CHERI-enhanced MIPS pro-
cessor (built by the Cambridge Computer Laboratory [61]) as a platform for the CEP co-processor.
We emulate a single node and single CEP system on a Linux host, where QEMU models CEP as
a CHERI-MIPS processor [11] and the clients run as host processes. Within the emulated envi-
ronment, we run a FreeBSD OS modified to support CHERI [10]. The CEP server runs as a single
process on top of the FreeBSD OS. For each new client connection, the server spawns a new ded-
icated servlet thread. We emulate the NVM backend by mapping it to an area of the CEP process
memory.

The application side of the system is represented by client processes running on the host
Linux platform. The application processes communicate with CEP via a library that emulates the
memory-mapped communication interface. The natural target for CEP is memory fabric protocols
with load/store semantics (e.g., Gen-Z, CCIX, or OpenCAPI). This enables direct fine-grain access
to (remote) data as opposed to going through a server. For the sake of experiment, we rely on the
existing infrastructure, and hence the prototype system implements the communication on top of
TCP/IP sockets. Figure 7 depicts the prototype system running a Redis application. The current
implementation is synchronous, and client calls block until the server responds. Server responses
contain status/error codes and, in case of a load, also the data payload.

6.2 Estimating CEP Latency Overhead

To evaluate the latency introduced by CEP, we collect traces from the QEMU emulation of the CEP
co-processor while running Redis-based workloads. The traces include executed instructions and
memory accesses. For the CEP implementation, we assume a single-issue MIPS, in-order micro-
controller running at 1.5GHz. Keeping in mind that CEP is integrated in a memory-side controller,
we believe these parameters are aligned with the cost and energy envelope available in a typical
media controller of a fabric-attached NVM module. To estimate the CEP latency, we also assume
that we have a single memory-side CEP targeting byte-addressable NVM, that the CEP operations
are blocking (except for derivation DAG updates), and that CEP is always available to the clients.
In addition, we obtained an average cycles per instruction (CPI) number from running CEP work-
loads on the FPGA-based CHERI development platform (BERI) [59]. The number we got can be
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Fig. 8. Redis GET request without CEP, hit and miss (latencies expressed in microseconds).

approximated to CPI = 1.5. We take into account that the NVM is cacheable within CEP when cal-
culating NVM-related latency. The cache hit rate is obtained from a stand-alone cache simulator
that gets the QEMU traces as an input. Thus, the CEP induced latency is calculated as

tCEP = InstCount · f −1
MI PS ·CPI + tNV Macc ·MissRate .

6.3 Redis Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of a CEP-enabled system, we combine results of application-level
benchmarks (in which the time spent in CEP and network are excluded from calculations of net-
work latency), NVM access time, and CEP overhead. The CEP overhead is calculated using instruc-
tion traces and takes caching effects into account.

We start with evaluating our baseline system (NoCEP) as described in Section 5. The evaluation
makes optimistic assumptions about NoCEP. First, we exclude the network costs in our benchmark
and replace them with our estimates. These are assuming a zero-copy network, whereas Redis typ-
ically communicates using the TCP/IP stack incurring an additional copy. Second, for measuring
server latencies, we store a 1-byte value. This reduces the lookup time of the Redis server to a
minimum. The stored data is so small that Redis holds it inside the hash table, removing the need
for memory allocation. We assume that the hash table is stored in local DRAM. We also allow the
Redis server to cache data in local DRAM, avoiding NVM trips for a limited amount of small-size
values.

However, we are conservative in determining the CEP-enabled Redis performance. We choose a
very simple algorithm for fetching a capability, and we assume a fairly slow CEP microcontroller
to estimate the CEP runtime overhead. Our system offers the ability to only partially access the
returned data, but we do not make use of that and transfer all the stored data. We do allow our
system to cache handles on the client side, adding a hash table that resolves keys to capability
handles. As we only populate the system with one key, the client caching deals with a working
set equal to the one of the Redis servers. In practice, the client may only cache the keys it is
using, which represent a small subset of the whole key space. The hit rate of the client cache is
an important factor for performance, which we investigate. As we do for the baseline, we assume
that the key lookup hash table is stored in local DRAM.

In the sequence diagram (Figure 8), we show how an unmodified Redis client operates. First,
we account for some local pre- and postprocessing time cnocep to set up the request and parse
the response. Then we add the network latency nw and the time the Redis server takes to pro-
cess the request snocep (which includes parsing of the request and looking up the storage location
of the requested key). The server fetches data, again requiring a network latency nw plus the NVM
access latency nvm. The CEP-enabled system depicted in Figure 9 incurs most of the NoCEP la-
tencies, but each time we go to the NVM, we incur the CEP overhead cepld . Because the client can
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Fig. 9. Redis GET request with CEP, hit and miss (latencies expressed in microseconds).

cache requests, processing cost in the client is ccepmiss in the case of a cache miss or ccephit on a
cache hit. Furthermore, the server instructs the CEP to transfer capabilities (not data), which uses
cepxf processing time on the CEP. The values are listed in Table 1.

In both cases, we collected measurements on a 6-core Intel Xeon X5670 CPU with 2.93GHz and
24GiB DRAM. Each benchmark performs 100,000 iterations of the Redis benchmark.

We assemble the measurements, estimates, and simulations according to the flow depicted in
Figure 8. We assume keys, memory addresses, and handles to be small constant k bytes. Now we
compare the latencies of requesting n bytes in a Redis-enabled CEP versus an unmodified Redis
(NoCEP).

NoCEPhit (n) = cnocep (n) + nw (k ) + nw (n) + snocep (n)

NoCEPmiss (n) = NoCEPhit (n) + nw (k ) + nw (n) + nvm(n)

CEPhit (n) = 4nw (n) + ccephit (n)

CEPmiss (n) = 4nw (k ) + scepmiss (n) + cepxf +CEPhit (n)

Figure 10 shows the latencies for different payload sizes. For small requests less than 1,024 bytes,
CEP provides a speedup for cache hits. With increasing payload size, the CEP cache hits become
slower than in the NoCEP scenario. CEP cache misses are slower for all payload sizes, and the
slowdown slightly increases with growing payloads.

If we use CEP and we hit the cache, payloads are available faster than without CEP because the
client can go straight to memory. In the extreme scenario of a single-byte payload, we reduce the
latency by 4.4X . With these small payloads, the CEP overhead is negligible and the processing
time in the Redis server is reduced to zero. With growing payload sizes, the transfer overhead of
the CEP becomes more dominant.

In the case of a miss, the CEP-enabled system is slower because of the additional key lookups
on both the server and the client, and we also have to include the CEP capability transfer and CEP
data load overhead.

In the case of a hit, the amount of data transferred is always smaller in the CEP scenario, whereas
in the case of a miss, it depends on the payload size. Once the payload is larger than the 4 extra
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Table 1. Latencies and Bandwidth for n Byte Payload

Formula What Latency Legend
cnocep {hit,miss } Client, NoCEP 0.5μs† †Measured, 1 byte payload, independent of n

ccephit Client, CEP, hit 0.3μs† ‡Measured, 1 byte value, grows with n

ccepmiss Client, CEP, miss 3.7μs† � Estimate

snocep Server 8μs‡ � Simulation based on QEMU traces

scepmiss Server, CEP, miss 8.7μs†

nw Network 200ns + 1ns · n�
nvm NVM 200ns + 1ns · n�
cepld CEP, Load 1.3μs + 5ns · n�
cepst CEP, Store 0.9μs + 4ns · n�
cepxf CEP, Transfer 5μs�

Fig. 10. Latency of increasing payload sizes assuming all hit or all miss in CEP and NoCEP Redis.

network requests carrying k bytes each, less data is transferred since the client fetches the payload
directly from memory.

With our conservative CEP performance estimates, CEP cannot quite keep up with the NVM
throughput for large payloads. The benefit of fewer round trips is overshadowed by the longer
transfer time when the payload is big enough. CEP performance shines for small payloads, which
remains an important case and difficult to optimize.

The evaluation so far has shown that cache hits become faster while cache misses become slower.
Hence, we investigate which cache hit rate is necessary for the CEP system to outperform the un-
modified system. Figure 11 shows the answer to this question for 2 sample payload sizes. The CEP
system performs better starting with a hit rate of 49% for a 1-byte payload and with a hit rate of
62% for a 512-byte payload. Atikoglu et al. [5] have shown that in a KVS used as a caching layer
at Facebook, the hit rate can reach up to 98.2%. Furthermore, their analysis shows that the value
sizes in their workloads follow a power law distribution with more than 80% of the value smaller
than 512 bytes. However, the clients cache may be smaller (and disjoint), which may increase com-
pulsory misses. Yet considering the large margin between 98.2% and our 49% break-even estimate,
we still expect a substantial speedup.

CEP introduces some overhead, but it allows new types of sharing, which can lead to an overall
system speedup (Section 7). In our evaluated system, after a certain hit rate in the client-side
caching, we see an improvement in overall performance. The exact ratio of cache hits necessary to
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Fig. 11. Effect of cache hit rate on latency.

see an improvement depends on many factors, but even under the conservative assumptions we
make, we see significant performance potential.

We also identified several additional optimization opportunities for CEP design, some of which
we highlight here:

• Improve CEP transfer performance. The major bottleneck is fetching large objects from
NVM. Our simulations use a software copy in CEP. Specialized memory-copy hardware sup-
port that takes the CPU out of the data path can significantly increase the CEP bandwidth.

• Improve the algorithm. When the client fetches a handle from the server, the server could,
along with the capability, send the requested data similar to the NoCEP implementation.
This reduces the effect of the network latency.

• Improve CEP capability transfer performance. Several software optimization opportu-
nities exist to improve the CEP performance for capability operations. For capability trans-
fer, the majority of time, about 4μs of 5μs, is spent in updating the derivation tree, which
might execute asynchronously reducing the latency to about 1μs.

• Improve the data structure. When a client needs to access a group of keys, it could request
the CEP server to return a capability pointing to other capabilities. This corresponds to
returning a “view” (or projection, in the database meaning of the work) of the stored data,
whose layout can be optimized for a specific access pattern. Similarly to a database, the CEP
server may internally maintain multiple views for each access class and access pattern.

• Distributing CEP. Although we currently assume a memory-side CEP only, we could bring
some of the CEPs’ functionality closer to the CPU clients. This approach increases complex-
ity, because the CEPs become a distributed system, but creates opportunities to perform
some operations locally and asynchronously, which hides the network latency.

7 EVOLUTION OF THE CEP VISION

In this article, we presented a proof of concept implementation of CEP, but we believe that the
potential usage space of the CEP concept is much wider. This work discusses potential additional
optimizations to performance and functionality of the CEP-based system. In particular, we address
systems and memory architectures evolving from directly attached volatile memory to fabric-
attached rack-scale persistent memory. So far, we mainly focused on capabilities as a promising
approach to solve several of the protection challenges this evolution introduces. For example, CEP
mitigates the significant adoption time lag that prevents practical deployment of ISA-supported
capabilities. We already discussed the benefits of using CEP to implement persistent memory and
rack-scale sharing; however, our vision goes beyond this.
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Fig. 12. Evolution of the CEP vision.

Figure 12 depicts how our vision evolved (a) from a capability system implementing ISA-
supported fine-grain memory protection within virtual address space, (b) through a co-processor
approach supporting shared and persistent memory, and (c) finally to a combined cooperative
model where ISA capabilities can protect local volatile memory (DRAM) and CEP capabilities can
protect cross-node sharing in fabric-attached and persistent memory organizations.

At some point in the future, we expect mainstream CPUs to start including some form of ISA
support for capabilities, such as CHERI. In this scenario, the programming model needs to evolve
toward a “hybrid” capability scheme. The node CPU can protect the local DRAM using CHERI-
extended capability pointers. However, NVM access (both local and rack scale) requires a separate
CEP-based scheme, because CHERI does not support persistent shared capabilities that can outlive
the VAS where they were created.

A hybrid model also helps to reduce the communication cost and to increase parallelism by
introducing a memory-mapped CEP communication interface. Part of CEP’s local memory will
be dedicated to per-process communication buffers, implemented as circular request queues that
CEP continuously polls for incoming requests. The application side will implement a synchronous
communication protocol, where the application software waits for a new entry in the response
queue after placing the request. Performance-critical operations, such as loads and stores, bypass
the queue and will be routed directly to the protected memory by a hardware bridge. The bridge
will automatically enforce memory protection based on the originating request owner and the
capabilities it possesses.

At rack scale, shared NVM will be accessible (given the relevant permissions) from every CPU
node using load/store semantics via a coherent memory fabric. This allows for NVM data to be
cached within the nodes. Although all the basic capability operations including creation, enforce-
ment, and dereferencing will be natively supported by the CPU, the cross-node revocation scheme
will remain a centralized task that requires a memory-side CEP.

The memory-side CEP co-processor snoops capability management operations, such as capa-
bility loads and stores, and maintains the derivation graph. When a capability is revoked, CEP
walks the derivation graph to invalidate all the derived capabilities as described in Section 3.3. To
support revocation, CEP can take advantage of memory coherency protocol between CEP and the
CPU nodes. However, coherency is not strictly required since other invalidation-based software
schemes could achieve similar, possibly less optimized, functionality. We leave this study for future
work.
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Fig. 13. NVM sharing and local capabilities.

One of the significant contributions of the proposed architecture to the traditional CHERI is
support for sharing capabilities between nodes, and between different virtual address spaces. This
is enabled by a combination of a forced mapping of the NVM area to the specific process’s VAS
and CHERI local capability support. First of all, NVM is divided into 2 sections, the NVM metadata

area, used to store metadata, mainly the derivation tree, and the NVM data area accessible by the
user. To enable sharing, the NVM data area is identically mapped in every virtual address. Thus,
processes running on the same or on different nodes may share capabilities by storing them in a
shared NVM region. The remaining memory can be mapped freely in the VAS by the OS.

Shared memory regions are vulnerable to malicious clients injecting a forged capability point-
ing to the victim’s local space. To prevent these attacks, we propose to use CHERI’s global/local
capability mechanism. Capabilities with a Global flag unset are defined as local and can only be
stored via capabilities that have the Store_Local_Capability set. The CHERI monotonic concept
that prevents increasing rights assures that global capabilities can be converted to local, but not the
reverse. Capabilities pointing to a process’s private space have the Global bit unset, and capabili-
ties that refer to shared NVM have the Store_Local_Capability flag unset. This way, no capability
to a process private space can be stored in NVM (Figure 13).

In addition to the local/global capability mechanism, we rely on the OS to program the MMU
so that it can enforce the local/global domain separation. If the OS cannot be trusted, hardware
or other trusted entities (either a hypervisor or Trusted Execution Environment) can enforce the
mapping of NVM through the MMU.

8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

CEP enables fine-grain memory protection for rack-scale NVM-based systems. We demonstrated
its use on an object store and file system, foundational services of all distributed and enterprise
applications, which we ported to the CEP API in a very short time and straightforward manner.

Our evaluation shows that the advantages of removing intermediary software agents compen-
sates the CEP-introduced performance overhead for NVM accesses, resulting in overall perfor-
mance improvement.

CEP provides abundant opportunities for future research. We proposed a possible solution to
combine ISA-supported VAS capabilities with a near-memory protection scheme enforced by a
hardware CEP. There are design alternatives to our proposal with different tradeoffs A partic-
ular route discussed uses capabilities as an additional address translation mechanism removing
the need to map all NVM in each VAS. This includes enabling position-independent data to be
supported by CEP and enables additional flexibility in accessing large NVM pools.
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Similarly, new designs of capability-based kernels are desirable for optimal rack-scale lazy re-
vocation. New applications designed from scratch could leverage CEP in new ways. CEP could
enable safe near-memory processing, as it is aware of the access rights of each process and may
support offloading of complex operations, without compromising security.
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